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REPORT CARD:
The Economic Impacts of
Historic Preservation in Michigan
“The building already has a story; all you do is add the
next interesting chapter.”
Stewart Brand

Above: Grand Rapids residents and new owners Barb
and Dave Huyser rehabilitated the Ebling Building in
the Fairmont Square Historic District after its roof had
partially collapsed and the City began a demolition by
neglect action against the former owner.
Below: Rehabilitation Tax Credits were a vital financial
resource in the project plan--one that made it feasible.
On a prominent corner, the Ebling Building again
makes a positive contribution to the historic neighborhood, and to the overall economic redevelopment of
the city.

In 2002, with assistance from the State Historic Preservation
Office, the Michigan Historic Preservation Network (MHPN)
published an analysis of the fiscal impacts of historic preservation in Michigan: Investing in Michigan’s Future: The Economic
Benefits of Historic Preservation. The analysis reported that
between 1971 and 2001, more than $819 million were privately invested in state and federal rehabilitation tax credit projects (RTCs), creating more than 22,250 jobs and a total economic impact of $1.7 billion.
Preservation’s economic impacts in Michigan are growing
exponentially. In the five years since MHPN issued its 2001
report, private investment spurred over $902 million to
Michigan’s economy, for a total economic impact of more
than $1.93 BILLION and the creation of more than 22,000
jobs. That’s nearly two billion dollars invested in just five
years—far surpassing the cumulative investments of the past
thirty years. What’s more, assuming the Michigan Treasury
processed all credits that qualified in the 2001-2005 period,
Michigan’s economy benefited from an additional $11.43 in
economic impacts for every $1 of credit issued.

These tax credit projects range from multi-phase corporate
investments in single and multiple buildings, such as the
Guardian Building in Detroit, to small business investment
on Michigan’s Main Streets—places like Muskegon and
Calumet. As state and federal rehabilitation tax credit projects gain wider acclaim as sound tools for community
reinvestment, three important benefits have come to light:
(continued on page 4)

The Michigan Historic Preservation Network gratefully acknowledges support for this publication from:
The Clannad Foundation, The Michigan Architectural Foundation,
The Michigan State Historic Preservation Office and the City of Kalamazoo.
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Preservation of Michigan’s historic resources enhances the

quality of life of its citizens, the beauty of the state, and
sustains a sense of place;
Stewardship of Michigan’s historic resources is best supported through private investment accompanied by
public incentives;
Adaptive Reuse of Michigan’s historic resources stimulates

state and local economies through investment, job creation, and community revitalization.

Fact:
Every $250,000 of private Rehabilitation Tax
Credit investment leverages:
• an additional $282,500 in
indirect investment,
• $179,575 in household income,
• 6 new jobs.

Historic Preservation is an Economy Builder.
All rehabilitation work in local historic districts, where
the work is guided, benefits local and state economies.
For property owners, values grow at a noticeably higher
rate. For local governments, revenue increases when
buildings are sold or reassessed. While we cannot measure these effects statewide, we can evaluate local outcomes, like those reflected in the Kalamazoo example
below.
A study carried out in 2004-2005 showed that over 30
years, beginning when Kalamazoo’s commercial local
historic district was designated, property value growth
far outpaced that in a similar, undesignated downtown
area. While property values in the local historic commercial district grew about 385% over 30 years, those in the
non-designated comparison area grew just 72%.

Michigan’s Rehabilitation Tax Credit. In 1999,
Michigan created a two-part Rehabilitation Tax Credit
(RTC) program: 1) for owner-occupied residences, and 2)
for income-producing properties.
For owner-occupied residences, the program provides a
25% credit for approved work expenses. For income-producing buildings, it’s a different story. If an owner qualifies for the available 20% federal RTC, it must be claimed
first. When that happens, the state credit is automatically reduced by 20%, for a total combined incentive of 25%.
This process is commonly referred to as “stacking” the
credits.

The Case for an “Enhanced”
RTC
Through this process of “stacking” credits, Michigan’s
RTC program awards income-producing property owners just 5% of eligible expenses in addition to the 20%
federal credit they must first claim. Those stacked credits
are claimed only after eligible expenses are incurred,
which means that labor, materials, and “soft costs” have
already generated significant economic impacts, as well
as state and local tax revenue--well before the credits are
issued.
A substantial part of all commercial projects, soft costs
include: research, architecture and design, engineering,
syndication, financing, and contracting fees. Soft costs
are more “process” based than square-footage based.
Soft costs for preservation projects on income-producing
buildings are often considerably higher than those for
projects on owner-occupied residences, which causes
financing woes for small-building owners.
Another kind of financial
difficulty arises when comSyndication:
mercial property owners try
to convert their credits into
the most effective
cash for the project. The
tool for a property
majority of projects on
developer to convert
income-producing property
tax credits into cash
using the combined RTC
programs do so by leveraging outside investment
through a process called Tax Credit Syndication.
First developed by users of federal Rehabilitation and
Low-Income Housing tax credits, “syndication”
(through ownership structure) converts tax credits’
future values into current capital to fund projects.
Syndication is the best tool for converting credits into upfront project capital. However, limitations in Michigan’s
RTC law actually thwart would-be tax credit users and
syndicators, and these limitations restrict both in- and
out-of-state investment.
To fix these two problems, MHPN proposes two ways
Michigan’s RTC can be enhanced to provide a more equitable tax credit incentive for income-producing, commercial projects.

MICHIGAN HISTORIC PRESERVATION NETWORK
We advocate for Michigan’s historic places to contribute to our economic vitality,
sense of place and connection to the past.
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Here’s how these limitations can be fixed:
Fix #1: Increase the Michigan RTC for income-producing
projects. Increasing Michigan’s RTC to the full 25%

the state would enjoy increased rehabilitation activity in
core downtown areas, where the majority of historic
income-producing properties are found.

allowed for income-producing building projects, and
then stacking that 25% on to the federal 20% credit
would provide a 45% incentive. As a result, the number
of all-sized projects would grow, while lending a necessary kick-start to smaller projects. This action would
simultaneously boost downtown revitalization, and further sustainably fuel the economy in commercial areas
where it is most needed.

Fixing Michigan’s RTC could:

Why would the number of small projects grow? While
half of Michigan RTC projects since 2001 boasted budgets of over $1 million, only about 25% had budgets of less
than $250,000. RTCs don’t work well for smaller projects
because soft costs, as part of an overall project budget do
not fluctuate on a cost-per-square-foot basis like bricks
and mortar. As a result, small projects usually have a
higher soft-to-hard cost ratio. This ratio can become prohibitive in the rehabilitation of small two-, three-, and
four-story income-producing buildings that populate
downtowns and Main Streets. When these critical downtown places remain un-redeveloped, the small businesses and residential uses they attract is stymied, and
downtown’s historic character—a chief revitalization
asset—is threatened.

Two Simple Steps to "Fix"
Michigan's RTC:
• Increase investors' ability to “stack” the state credit
on top of the federal credit, bringing it from
5% to the full 25% allowed by code.
• Unlock the single assignment rule, freeing the
state credits to follow the federal program’s
precedent and flow to an Investment Fund.

Fix #2: Unlock the single assignment rule. This single

assignment rule restricts the assignability of Michigan’s
RTC. Current state tax code requires individual credit
investors to become partners in the development. This
places individual investors at greater risk and limits the
“cents on the dollar” syndication value of the Michigan
RTC.
The federal RTC program allows “Investment Funds” to
pool resources of groups of investors, and then pass
RTCs from within the fund to individual development
partners. This approach minimizes liability for individual investors and maximizes available capital. By
unlocking Michigan’s RTC syndication restrictions and
mimicking the federal RTC structure instead, cities and

•

create 2,120 more Michigan jobs each
year,

•

increase direct private investment in
rehabilitation tax credit project to
$85,824,000 each year,

•

increase indirect private investment to
$97,839,360 each year,

•

increase combined tax credit investment to
$183,663,360 (almost $200 million) each
year, and,

•

lure significant additional out-of-state
investment.

Michigan cities need access to every economic development tool available. An unknown number of rehabilitation projects fail to occur annually simply because many
still believe it’s cheaper and easier to build “new” outside town. Let’s fix Michigan’s RTC NOW.

About RTCs and Attracting Out-of-State
Investment. Increasing the value of Michigan’s credit to the full 25% and unlocking its syndication restrictions will attract greater future investment from out-of
state developers, as the credit itself will become more
valuable and easier to use.

Heritage Tourism: An underused
economic development strategy
In a 2005 report to the Travel Industry Association of
America, Paul Serff, President and CEO of the Texas
Travel Industry Association said:
“... Many cities have renovated blighted portions of their
community with projects that draw significant numbers of
travelers…What is there for the visitor is also there for the
residents. It is a wonderfully symbiotic relationship that
works well for everyone... [It’s] quality of life, preservation,
revitalization and sharing the celebration of our sense of
place with others...”

Think Marshall, think downtown Grand Rapids, think
Bay City, or think of a revitalized downtown Detroit.
Serff is right. The slice of the travel pie known as
Heritage Tourism is growing. According to a 2002
study completed by the Travel Industry Association of
America, heritage tourists stay in a place an average of
one night longer than other tourists, and 66% of ALL
Midwestern tourists visited a historic place or
museum—and historic downtowns are historic places.
(continued on back page)
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Consider this example of Heritage Tourism’s power.
Known as Castle Farms for years, Charlevoix’s historic
Loeb Farm Barn Complex was built by Sears Roebuck &
Co. executive Albert Loeb as a model agricultural business where Sears products were showcased. Loeb
closed the farm in 1927, and between then and 2001, the
property was sold several times as it disintegrated.
Following multiple failed attempts to rehabilitate the
complex, Linda and Richard Mueller rescued Castle
Farms in 2001. Using federal Rehabilitation Tax Credits,
the Muellers rehabilitated the complex and converted
its 40,000 square feet into an events venue. The facility
reopened in May, 2005, and expects to host 50,000
Heritage Tourists in 2006.

Conclusion: Historic preservation’s
contribution to Michigan’s economy
continues to grow
Government and nonprofit agencies can act now to
support preservation activity in the state and its
communities by:
• Enhancing state preservation incentives.
• Creating local historic districts to protect
buildings, elevate property values, and create jobs.
• Protecting state-owned historic resources.
• Providing local preservation incentives to attract
additional private investment.
• Promoting Heritage Tourism through historic
preservation. It’s good for tourists and the
communities they visit.

Above: Castle Farms prior to rehabilitation.
Below Right: Following rehabilitation and the use of the tax
credits, the property once again conveys its original charm.
Photo Credits: page 1: Rebecca Smith-Hoffman, Past Perfect Inc., Grand
Rapids; page 8: Linda Mueller, Castle Farms, Charlevoix; Case Study
photos: State Historic Preservation Office, Lansing
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